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Aurgamtative essay topics.  

Topic: Is technology limiting creativity . 

It is more common to find people on their phones looking at social apps, playing games or 

texting rather than communication to others face to face today is generation find it difficult to 

talk to people because it can get “awkward” and it is easier to be on a device rather than a 

phone. As technology keeps advancing well it cause people to be less cretavative? 

Technology is created to make situations easier, but have we gone to a point where we realy on 

technology too much that it actually hurts society rather then help. 

In a recent article I read called “ is technology killing creativity “ is state that “ the pandemic of 

technology and smart phones in particular has lead to many suggestions that creativity is being 

killed by our reliance on these tools “ many people rely on these technology daily however 

technology has been present for a while now in the 1990 s , many people thought and TV and 

computers game ,will affect creativity, but people are still creating things.  

In the brave new world by aldoues huxley, huxley believed that there was going to be a future 

where technology is used by human for constant desire of distraction every time we find 

ourselves board,  it is more easier to pull out a device then to innovate and find something else 

to do.  In addition, it is easy to find anything online somewhere “ we don’t give ourselves room 

to problem solved and innovate on our own room" if a situation become to difficult it is easier 

to search for answer online than trying to figure it out . 

Scientific study tells us that we need time to daydream as daydreams boast our creativity.  

If we use any downtime to just scroll through our phone then creativity can be lost. Newsweek  

reported on the findings of a recent study that indicated that while intelligence scores have 

standly raisen  creativity score have been deeding science 1990 this decline of creativity is 

thought to be in part to declined of creativity is thought to be a part to declined in play. 

There has been decodes of theory and research in child development that tell us how the brain 

works for a child and how much of an impact their primary  years are . 



 

Topic : Smoking in public places has to be banned.  

Many surveys,  studies and scientific research has proved that smoking is injurious to health 

smoke is unhealthy and suffocating it pollutes the environment their are two types of smoker 

active and passive the person who smoke active and other who are near to him it inhale the 

smoke are passive smoker.both are equally effected by the all effects of smoking smoker and 

non smoker meet at any places like offices buses, hotels etc., so considering the bad effects of 

smoking individuals health environment as well as individuals rights, it should be banned in 

public places. A person who wants to smoke can do so by keeping himself in iisolation. 

the smoking of cigarette is glamorized through advirstments more and more young boys and 

girls are attracted by this. Even the ‘ statuary warning. On the cigarette packets does not stop 

them. The young generation think that those who smoke are smart modern and intellectual. 

 However,  smoking is not a good habit. Those who smoke suffer from several health problems. 

A chain smoker is the worst suffer cigarette contain four hundred types of chemicals out of 

which forty three are carcinogenic. The carbon monoxide concentration in the smoke is greater 

than twenty thousand ppm.this is diulated to four hundred- five hundred during inhalation it 

displays oxygen from haemoglobin and the result is impairment of the central nervous system 

cardiac and pulmonary diseases related to lungs these many eventually load to hurt attacks 

cigarette also contain and other hydrocarbon which could cause asthma, other respiratory 

infections and lungs cancer the dust particles, in it may be the cause of irritation of the eyes,  

cancer and emphysema its nicotine content highly addictive and reaches the brain immediately. 

It constrict the blood vessels, raises the blood pressure and gives the central nervous system a 

small jolt. It can lead to reproductive disorders in the long run. 

 According to a recent study conducted by yale university usa smoking is more harmful for 

teenagers. The people who start smoking at an early age reduce from certain disabilities their 

speed and accuracy to group information reduce in it become difficult to certain it in their mind 

according to leslie Jacobsen associate professor at yale school of medicine “ Adolescen smoker 

were found to have impairments in accuracy of working memory performance smoking make 

adolescents lethargic and slow. 

 Scientists have also discovered that smoking can cut eleven years of women’s average life 

expectancy. An incase of man,it takes three years off .they even added that women are more 

susceptible to the commonest form of lung cancer, adenocarcinoma if a pregnant women 

smokes, it’s not only harmful for her own health but also for the expected baby.  

 

Narrative essay topics. 



TOPIC: Parants are our first and most important teachers. Describe a specific 

valuable lesson from one of your parents. 

 

Parants play a major role in the life of my child although, the invention of so many toys and the 

influence of peers have greatly affected children behaviour of modern time, parents with good 

traits can use these influence to mold the personality and behaviour of a child for the good. I 

believe that ideal parants should be of good moral character,good listener and patience.  

Parants should have good moral character,because they are the role models of children. It has 

been known that children are the affection of thair parents trait.for instance , my parents do 

not smoke, gimble or drink. The express virute in all their action. They thought us how to 

respect to elders and be sensitive to other people’s feelings all the time. They have been my 

idols all my life. Because they were able to raised sex children so well and none of want astrey.  

Further more being a good listener is very important when parents have time to their children 

the communication is open between parties. To illustrate my brother fainted his science subject 

in school.  My parents did not judge or school him , instead they talked to him and listened to 

his concerns they found out that he did not understand his lesson will because of his assigned 

seat. He was sitting in next to an air condetioner and is brotherd him . 

Having patience has a lot to do with predicting. Although children behaviour gets out of hand 

some time due to certain issue like mood parents exert extra mile of patience to comfort thin 

with love and care, for example my sister when she was in her elementary years, she refused to 

attend school. My mother was always late for work because of my sister action. She would 

always try to bribe her with something so she would go into class. 

Parenting is a tough job come with big responsibilities their fore it is crucial that parents should 

have outstanding character, a good listener and patience so that they would have wonderful 

children.  

Love is the most important and most powerful emotion. Constaing of both heart and mind 

emotion is a state being often accompanied by physical reaction. A deep reaction for a child 

must exist. Affection is a part of love. Devetation to the child, which is love gain with out 

question. No strings attached for the love the child needs to achieve full potential. A foundness 

for a child is part of the loving a child taking pleasure in being a perent.  

 

TOPIC: The day I changed my self.  

Raiskoniker was not used to crowds and as we Said before, he avoided society of every sort of 

thirst for company. He was so weary after a whole of concentrated wrethdness and gloomy 



excitement that he longed to rest, if only for a moment in some other world, whatever it might 

be and in spite of faitness of the surrounding he was glad now to stay in the tavern.  

The master of establishment was in another room, but he frequently came down some steps 

into the main room, his jantly tarred boats with red Tara over tops coming into room view each 

time before the rest of his persons. He wore a fail coat and a horribly graizy black sustain 

waistcoat, with no coart and his whole face seemed. Seemeard with oil like an iron lock. At the 

counter stood up boy about fourteen and their was another boy somewhat younger who 

handed a whatever was wanted on the counter lay some sliced cucumber, some piece of 

derived back ,bread some fished cheaped up small all something very bad it was insfectable 

close, and so heavy with the fumes of survies that five minutes in reach in atmosphere might 

well make a man drink . 

There are chance meeting with strangers the interest us form the first movement, before a 

word spoken, such was the impression made on raskolnikov by the person kitting a little 

distance from him, who looked like a retired clerk. Young man often recalled this impression 

afterwards, and even ascribed it to presentment. He looked repeatedly at the clark, partly no 

doubt because the latter was starting presently at him. Obviously anxious to enter into 

conversation.At the other person in the room, including the tavern cleeper the Clark looked as 

through her were used to their company and were it it, showing a shade of considering 

contempt for them as person of stations and culture inferior in his own. With whom it would be 

useless for him to covarse. He was a man over fifty. Bald and grizzled of medium height and 

stuitly bolt .his face bulated from containal drinking was of yellow even granish teenage with 

swollen eyelids out of which keen radish eyes gleemed like eyes as through of intestine felling 

perhaps there were even thought and intelligence but at the same time there was a gleam of 

something very strange him, there was a light in his but the same time there was a gleam of 

something like madness. He was wearing and that one he had bounded missing except them. 

“ May I venture honoured sir to engaged you police conversation?  

Four much as through your exterior would not commond respect. My experince admonishes 

me that you are a man of education and not accumaised to drinking. I have always respected 

education where in conjunction and not assutmetad and drinking I have always respected 

education when in conjunction with genuine sentiments and I am besides a trailer counsellor in 

rank marmeoldes such as my name titulare considered I make bold to inquire have you been in 

the service? 

“ No I am studying “ answerd the young man some what surprised at the”  

 

Descriptive essay topics. 

TOPIC Name : if I were presidents.  



Some time really it comes in my mind that if a really become a prime minister of Pakistan so I 

also would be given all the authorities then I would do a lot of things which are in my mind . 

First of all I would see the education system what ever corruption is found in our education 

system. 

“ In our university “ see board” he board etc I,ll really look upon them and kick out all the 

employes who are breathing about the bush and well haire sincere and faithful people. Who 

are really educated and know the importance of education and have faced many problems 

throughout theirlives while studying then I must education medium too, all the schools either 

government or private would be only english medium schools and I would give many facilities 

to the students too, e.g transport free diplomas and many others. 

Second I would see the the police department and must make some new rules and hire some 

new rules and hire some persons to evaluate them periodically.  

Third I would put a glance on the woman’s right and I,ll surely make some organization’s and 

departments to make some projects or arrange some conferences to make our ladies to be 

aware of the importance of education health, children brought up and more... 

Third I,ll see the youth are the future of tomorrow,so I,ll surely provide them some sort of pass 

time jobs and give some benefits of greeting education and motive them to get high and high 

education.  

Fourth I see my country’s economy, trade industries and international relations I would make 

some laws of my own with advice of parliament members.  

Last I see the poverty... I really fell sympathy for the poor people who can’t offord the basic 

necessities of life at least very old men are still working because of family which he has to 

support and many old maids working in our homes.... it’s not their age to work but they have 

to.... there is nothing from government to support them.  

 

Topic: Appearance can be deceiving: 

 

Photography and painting have been long debated as distanict medium this is most notably 

discured in rogar scrutions paper on , photography and representation 1981 which outline the 

photography as a mechanical medium with a cause relation to its subject cannot function as an 

aesthetically significant form of representation in term of ontology of photography and its 

relation to subject ,this has created a number of perception regarding the difference in how it 

can presents people in comparison to painted portauire. Reling on scartun notion of the ideal 

photograph meaning a photograph that does not involve any direct manipulation on to the 

surface after being taken, I am to Mostly dispel the nation that there a valuable distinction to 



be made between painted and photographic ,portraiture, with the exception of a few different 

this will be achieved by showing that not all painted and photographic portraits fit comfortable 

within the prejuiced domain they are frequently held within and that they are predominantly 

capable of achieving the same result. 

To begin I will discuss aurgamnts that typically position photography is inferior to painting 

scurtan most prominent argument is roled in juxtaposition between photography and its 

inability to represent in comparison to the intrinsic relation between painting and 

representation. He notably mention that when a photograph is observed the viewer will 

automatically look through the transparent farming to the subject recorded. Whereas in a 

painting the viewer will mention interest in the subject recorded. Where’s in a painting the 

viewer will mention interest in the subject embodied within the artist style. This is boilstred by 

observing the portraits franch becon for example in distinction be made when not all painting 

fit within this constructing them ,in some portraits the observer can dismiss the stylistic 

elements in favour of analysing the individuals depiled this is demonstrated in nutrlastic works 

such as in hoalbin the younger depetaid this is demonstrated in nutrlastic works such as an 

holbines the younger portraits of hence vii (1536) heir the viewer attention is diverted from the 

stylistic elements to the opentaint for trimmed garments and jewellery significance Henry vii 

power experience of the sitter and weight in portrait of Henry vii (1536) .the style does not 

contribute to the overall experience of their complites to fully support my hypothesis 

juxtprotection is incorrect an example of portrait photography. The harsh tools showing evaks a 

dark, mysterious sense of mental torment with in the shingle equating to his application of 

brush stroke in his self portrait this comparison.  

 


